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Understanding Music and Sexuality
through Ethnography: Dialogues
between Queer Studies and Music
Esperanza Miyake
Three girls link their arms, clicking their heels as they giggle their way towards a
little corner just off Canal Street.  Below an illuminated poster with female stick
figures crayoned in, dancing in a burst of colours, stands a burly woman dressed as
no other can be dressed – she’s a bouncer, a protector, a vigilante and a no-messer.
The girls go in, flirty and showy, waving their hands and leaning against each other
for support. And for that brief moment when the door opens, the street is filled
with sounds of techno emanating from within, a vibration riding upon waves of
drunken laughter. The door shuts and the noise is dampened once again by the cold
night air. I can smell Manchester in the air, a mix of slightly rank canal water and
that strange beer-toilet-cleaner-cigarette smell that often fans out of pubs. With my
left hand I check my tape-recorder in my pocket, I take one last deep breath. This is
it, I’ve got to go in.1
I am not even carrying my tape-recorder, I don’t want to jinx things, I don’t want
Vanilla. I pace around for ages outside Manto Bar on Canal Street because I’m early –
you can do this. You’ve got nothing to lose. If it’s not good, you would’ve at least sung
-  c’mon  you’ll  feel  better  afterwards  for  it.  10mins  to  go,  I  impatiently  and
nervously enter Manto and find a pretty queer boy vacuuming the floor and bar
staff setting up for the evening. I ask the bartender where the choir sings and she
points  towards  the ceiling with a  dish rag.  One step at  a  time,  I  walk  up their
spirally staircase and finally reach a set of double doors: I have stepped into my
field.2
1 I moved to Manchester in the summer of 2003, a queer musician, a lost researcher trying
to whistle my way around the city. All I knew back then was that I wanted to investigate
the relationship between music and sexuality, a connection that seemed so obvious and
natural yet also proving to be frustratingly elusive as an academic subject matter.
2 The vast majority of literature on music and sexuality at the time in early the 2000s –
queer theory and queer musicology had gained momentum by then – focused primarily
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on issues surrounding gender and/or the engenderedness of a musical performance or a
piece.3 Alternatively, work concentrated on the "sex" of sex-uality,4 where music involved
some kind of erotic exchange. Within this configuration, the idea of sexuality becomes
either conflated with notions of gender, or becomes bound to the erotic. Theoretically, I
wanted to move away from both of these routes and find other ways to think about the
music-sexuality relationship, particularly in relation to queer theory which I wanted to
be more than just about gender and the erotic.
3 Furthermore, in the early 2000s, there seemed to be very little ethnographic research
conducted on musicians in relation to queer theory and sexuality.5 Methodologically, I
wanted to move towards empirical research to address what seemed to be a relatively
unexplored  area  of  investigation,  particularly  within  the  field  of  queer  musicology.
Determined, I went in search of my field. In the winter of 2003, I began interviewing
lesbian DJs and clientele in the city’s openly lesbian bar located in the Gay Village, Vanilla,
only to find myself trapped in precisely what I wanted to avoid. From drag kings dancing
to music, to being chatted up by potential informants; the field that I confronted seemed
to be an engendered and eroticized battleground of homosexual social interaction. Was
music and sexuality,  after all,  really just  about engendered performances and/or the
eroticization of music?
4 Rather fortuitously around the same time, I encountered the Manchester Lesbian and Gay
Chorus (MLGC), a group of over 100 members of the local LGBT community who sang and
performed together in and around Manchester.6 Upon finding them in Manto Bar – a
venue located a couple of buildings away from my initial lesbian bar on Canal Street – I
joined the group immediately and so began my two-year ethnography with them between
2003 and 2005. Looking back on this project, I realize that my research was not only about
exploring the relationship between music and sexuality but also about engaging with
ethnography  as  a  form of  both  theory  and  methodology.  This  article  thus  explores
ethnography as a queer mode of analyzing music, one which can not only give us a deeper
understanding of the music-sexuality relationship, but one which I argue can bring queer
theory and music closer together. My intention here is to encourage more scholars to
turn to ethnographic research as both a mode of "data-gathering" and a theoretical tool
when engaging with queer theory in relation to the study of music.
 
Queering Ethnography
5 In his empirical study of gay and lesbian choruses around USA (1994),7 sociologist Paul
Attinello  undertook  quantitative  research  methods  in  the  form  of  questionnaires.8
However, the reason he gives for not undertaking qualitative methods are the following:
Unfortunately many of the more important or interesting points are in areas where
it  is  difficult  to  quantify  or  even  to  extract  responses.  The  defensiveness  of
subcultures  is  a  serious  problem,  and  the  powerful  human  desire  to  avoid
examination of one’s deeper motives constantly gets in the way of open discussion
of these areas.9
6 Whilst the "defensiveness of subcultures" can indeed pose a challenge during fieldwork
research, I want to argue that perhaps the problems which Attinello refers to might arise
from an overemphasis on the "sex" of sex-uality and/or the defining of sexual identity as
a choice in sexual  orientation.  That is,  at  a time when being a member of  the LGBT
community  was  still  subject  to  social  stigmatization  and/or  because  sex-uality  is  a
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"personal" issue which people might not wish to discuss, it is understandable that there
might be a certain level of general "defensiveness" surrounding subcultures’. This is not
to say that "sexuality" or "sexual identity" should not or do not include these definitions.
I am suggesting that we include but also move beyond these definitions and begin to
analyze how music and sexuality can cross over as a social interaction, and what is more, to
use ethnographic research as a way of identifying the points at which they cross over.
7 With the changes in legislation surrounding LGBT rights since the mid- to late- 2000s in
Great Britain, not to mention the interrelated and increasing "queerification" of British
culture, the term "queer" itself has changed in meaning since its initial inception as a
politics  and theory  relating  to  disruption,  intervention and anti-normativity.  Since  I
conducted my ethnography, there has been a growing body of work focusing on not only
the relationship between music and sexuality,10 but also the use of queer theory and
ethnography.11 These are primarily concerned with using queer theory as a way of: a)
challenging  normative  practices  in  anthropology  and  ethnography,  particularly  in
relation to subjugated knowledges;12 b) thinking about multiple subjectivities within and
without the field;13 c) studying the "queer subject";14 d) conducting empirical research
into social practices defined by pleasure and desire.15 In this light, "queer" for me was not
necessarily  about  challenging  disciplinary  practices  (I  was  lucky  to  have  been  in  a
Women’s Studies department which encouraged my engagement with queer theory). Nor
was "queer" part of a means of studying and documenting erotic practices within the
LGBT community in Manchester.  What it  was however,  was a way of  thinking about
multiple subjectivities within the field as a ethnographic chorister whose singing voice
enabled my embodiment of the field. Queer methodology was also part of my desire to
document the process of LGBT musicians making music together in everyday life.
8 There are two authors whom I would like to refer to at this point, both of them use
ethnographies to explore the conditions which organise and enable the social enactment
of music in everyday life: Tia DeNora’s Music in Everyday Life, and Ruth Finnegan’s Hidden
Musicians: Music-Making in an English Town.16 DeNora’s work investigates a wide range of
social activities detailing how music is "pressed into action"17: what music does during
aerobics classes; interviewees’ accounts on their use of music to set and changing their
mood; music therapy; and the use of music as a consumerist strategy in retailing. For
DeNora,  music  is  thus  a  backdrop,  a  "dynamic  material  of  structuration"18 which
individuals  use  according  to  their  emotional,  practical,  or  psychic  needs.  DeNora’s
functionalist approach to music means her understanding of "music pressed into action"
is  less about the sociality involved in music,  instead,  it  is  more about the utilitarian
functionality of music for individuals to order their actions in their social lives.
9 In contrast to DeNora’s work, sociologist Ruth Finnegan’s Hidden Musicians: Music-Making
in an English Town is dedicated specifically to the investigation of the sociality of music,
where music is regarded as being inseparable from social interaction for it is "a matter of
active collective practice rather than just passive mass-controlled consumption of the
solitary  contemplation  of  musical  works".19 Basing  her  research  on  participant
observation,  collecting  of  leaflets/posters/newsletters,  phone  interviews  as  well  as
talking to some key figures on an informal basis in various settings in the town of Milton
Keynes, Finnegan examines how different individuals are linked ’not just by shared views
or emotions but by social practices.  People may or may not feel a sense of closure or
separation from others in specific situations, but what does define their habitual musical
pathways are their shared and purposive collective actions’ (emphasis Finnegan’s). 20 For
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Finnegan, music is not so much "pressed into action" as DeNora postulates, music is the
action, it is in effect a social practice in itself.
10 DeNora  and Finnegan have  very  different  understandings  of  what  "music  in  action"
consists of: the former analyzing the use of music for the construction of everyday social
life, the latter analysing sociality as constructing music in everyday life. The position I
took during my fieldwork research was somewhere between the two authors. On the one
hand,  I  was  interested  in  music  as  being  "pressed  into  action"  by  lesbian  and  gay
musicians. Here, I was concerned with how musical action might relate to queering as an
action, a verb reflecting a queer politics of intervention as referred to earlier. On the
other  hand,  I  was  also  interested  in  analysing  lesbian  and  gay  music-making  to
understand how queerness is read and articulated in music.
11 In DeNora’s interviews, her subjects are treated separately with no particular connection
made between them. At the other end of the spectrum, Finnegan does not analyse her
interviews at the level of depth DeNora does but instead tends to collapse individual
accounts into one general grouping, such as "the rock bands" or "the musicians at the
pub". For Finnegan, the musicians’ accounts are about the overall continuum of events
and people being organised through their music-making processes. My own position was
and  is  to  embrace  both  DeNora’s  and  Finnegan’s  approaches  to  their  interviews:  to
analyse  how a  lesbian  and  gay  individual’s  account  –  and  I  include  myself  and  my
observations here – is unique, and to also regard it as part of a collective story. Finnegan
argues that music is "defined in different ways among different groups, each of whom
have their own conventions supported by existing practices and ideas about the right way
in which music should be realised".21 By examining a group of lesbian and gay musicians’
"ideas about the right way in which music should be realised" an ethnography can thus
explore how queerness might be read and articulated as part of a collective social process,
and what this says about lesbians and gay musician today. In other words, the study of
lesbian and gay musicians as part of the "different groups" remains largely unexamined:
what are the social values and social conventions that they hold in common, and how and
where is music configured within this process?
 
Becoming a Queer Ethnographic Chorister: singing my
way into fieldwork
12 Finnegan explains how the amateur musicians she studies are hidden in two ways: they
rarely receive scholarly attention, and their practices are part of a large network of local
music-making of  which those  outside  are  unaware.  These  reasons  are  why Finnegan
conducted her ethnography, "to reveal something of a reality that has too often remained
unnoticed".22 I share the same drive as Finnegan in wanting to conduct an ethnographic
study to expose the hiddenness related to amateur and lesbian and gay musicians in
everyday life. For "hidden" within a lesbian and gay context has implications of being
"hidden in the closet",23 both within academic discourse and in life. 24 I  have another
important, politically-driven reason behind my using an ethnography and so add a third
definition to Finnegan’s  Hidden Musicians:  the doubly hidden lives  of  lesbian and gay
musicians.
13 As mentioned earlier, I conducted an ethnography of the MLGC, a group of lesbian and
gay singers making music in the city of Manchester. I engaged in participant observation
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by joining the choir as a soprano and later as a tenor, as well as conducting qualitative
interviews  with  14  members  (9  women,  5  men),  between  the  ages  of  25-65.  The
ethnographic material  gathered for my project  presented different social  contexts  in
which  to  understand  the  relationship  between  music  and  sexuality:  from  group
discussions on music,  individual reflections on their relationship music and the choir
itself, different kinds of musical events they choose to participate in, incidents that arise
during rehearsals or performances.  By analysing their everyday life musical activities
both as a group and as individual members, my work drew out what kind of factors –
which might include issues surrounding gender and the erotic – bring the concepts of
music and sexuality together. By taking an interdisciplinary approach to the material, the
aim of my ethnography was to also provide a basis for a dialogue between musicology,
queer theory, sociology of music, popular and (sub)cultural studies of music.
14 I was concerned with using fieldwork to unearth what hidden musical practices – in the
case of this project, choral singing – might be falling outside of sociological, cultural and
subcultural  studies  of  music.  In  being  amateur  musicians,  they  also  do  not  get  the
attention that  other  more  renowned lesbian and gay  composers  might  within  queer
musicology. But what is hiding them? Where are they? Why are hidden?
15 In Music in Everyday Life, DeNora carries out her fieldwork in metropolitan areas and small
towns  in  United  States  and  United  Kingdom.  Through  a  combination  of  participant
observation and interviews conducted with women from these areas, DeNora investigates
"how real people actually press music into action in particular social spaces and temporal
settings".25 I borrow DeNora’s term, "ground level" to describe two important aspects of
this article. Firstly, I am referring to the literal ground, street level of the Gay Village in
Manchester, where I first begun my investigations. How and where does music materially
ground sexuality? Secondly, by "ground level" I am also referring to the large body of
existing literature that grounds the idea of sexuality and music within the realms of
erotic sociality.  For reasons which will  become apparent in due course, my fieldwork
moves away from the notion of ’ground level, in both senses of the term.
16 In the following, I  want to first provide an account of the initial  "failed" fieldwork I
carried out  at  the ground level  in Canal  Street,  the main area in the Gay Village of
Manchester.  The discussion will  centre around Vanilla,  a  lesbian bar,  where at  first  I
attempted to investigate how music and sexuality were crossing over as part of lesbian
sociality. I shall highlight some of the practical problems which emerged from this initial
research because these "failings" provide a clue into why music and sexuality have been
so predominantly conceptualised through the erotic dynamic, within which questions of
desire and pleasure are configured.
17 The latter  half  of  this  article  will  explain how and why participant  observation and
qualitative  interviews  enabled  me  to  become  part  of  another  field.  Here  I  shall  be
referring  to  the  idea  of  the  queer  ethnographic  chorister  as  a  figure  who  brings
ethnographic, musical, and lesbian and gay social practices together. The second part of
the discussion will focus on my some of the material gathered during my time with the
MLGC: away from both the physical and theoretical "ground level" of an eroticized field.
No matter what venues they choose in the Village, the MLGC’s rehearsals always occur
upstairs  and  away  from  the  main  ground  level  of  Canal  Street.  The  MLGC’s  spatial
separation from ground-level  means their  kind of  musical  activities  are hidden from
scholars and the rest of Canal St, both of which centralise the erotic aspects of sexuality
and music. Reflecting and building upon Finnegan’s Hidden Musicians,  I  shall therefore
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explain how the MLGC provided an ideal ground from where to study the relationship
between music and sexuality: as removed from the directly eroticized context of a place
like Vanilla; away from the physical and theoretical ground-level of the music-sexuality
relationship.
 
At Ground Level: Canal Street
The bouncer looks me in the eye. I feel like I’m passing through airport security, or
a teenager wanting to buy booze. If only I had a girlfriend now, or even a friend
who was a girl – whatever, just not alone. The bouncer catches my eye. One second
passes and I can see she is trying to work out whether I’m a straight woman or a
femmy dyke. She nods, gives me a proof card and I’m in.26
18 I began to undertake fieldwork and the most obvious – or the loudest and thus most
immediately present – place to go seemed to be the Gay Village. I chose Vanilla, the main
lesbian bar situated just off Canal Street with the intention of interviewing their clientèle
and perhaps some of their DJs about their relationship to music. Feminist ethnographer
Amanda  Coffey  argues  that  because  of  the  embodied  nature  of  fieldwork,  the
fieldworker’s body as a participatory body is an ’ethnographic body’, a corporeal entity
which must  place itself  in relation to the peopled field of  investigation:  appearance,
conduct, emotional reaction, communication; all forms of body management which make
the ethnographer’s body into an "ethnographic body".27 Analysis of  the ethnographic
body’s management can be a way of examining the field itself, what kind of social codes
are organising the people within a given location. Following Coffey’s argument, I shall
briefly discuss the way I managed myself within Vanilla to reflect upon one definition of
sexuality, and how music is pressing it into action.
19 I initially placed posters calling for anyone willing to be interviewed up on Vanilla’s notice
boards,  alongside advertisements for dildos,  personals,  glamour photo-shoots:  already
tell-tale signs of a place defined largely through the erotic; even the name "Vanilla" and
its special £500 machine pumping out vanilla essence are allusions to lesbian vanilla sex.
As can be seen in the poster (Fig. 1), the title of the night ("CLIMAX"... live countdown
and explosion!),  its tongue-and-cheek reference to New York’s sex joints (Girls!  Girls!
Girls!), the sexualised image of the alluring DJ who returns our gaze with a becoming
finger and exposed torso: these are all representations of how Vanilla’s sense28 economy is
defined by sex and the promise of erotic exchange. How is music configured within this
environment?
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fig 1.
Poster advertising a special night at Vanilla (reproduced with permission).
20 Because of the sheer volume of the pumping beats, any prospect of conversation – let
alone interviewing people – were killed there and then.  Ironically,  the dominance of
music meant I was thus forced to participate through a "mode of listening that prioritizes
the motional understanding of music".29 Within such an auditory field, the DJ and the
dancers become central figures.
21 Sarah Thornton writes specifically about the role of DJs in Club Cultures: Music, Media, and
Subcultural Capital and her work investigates how DJs have gained ’subcultural capital’
within the club/dance scene, where they gain celebrity status, complete with fans: "DJs
are artists in the construction of a musical experience",30 she writes; but in the case of
Vanilla and its DJs, I would argue that the DJs were artists in the construction of a lesbian
experience  in  Manchester  first  and  foremost  by  not  only  providing  their  beats,  but
providing themselves as "lesbian DJs" (DJing is a predominantly male world), potential
subjects of desire.31 One of the DJs stated, "my sole concern is to fill the dance floor with
lots of girls having fun and if that happens I consider it a good night" (DJ Lin); another DJ
told me how she aims to create a "sexy buzz" through the music she plays which ’rubs off
on people as they dance, literally’ (DJ Harvey). These statements indicate how within this
context, music fulfils a functional purpose for the DJs in creating an erotically charged
environment. In his work on clubbing and dancing, Malbon argues that to dance is not
only to experience music as time, but to also experience time as music: the DJs in Vanilla
thus musicalize a lesbian temporarily, one which was motionally materialised through
dance propelled by an erotic drive.
22 One  of  the  greatest  practical  problems  I  faced  at  the  time  was  how  I  myself  as  a
researcher had to respond to music within the overtly eroticized space:
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"Wanna dance?"
"Sure" (oh god here we go again)
"So, what’s your phone number? Or shall we just go back to mine?" END
"Are you gay?"
"Excuse me?" (why am I even doing this?)
"Dunno. Just thought I’d ask. You’re sort of standing there and..."
"And what?" (trying to do research? losing my voice trying to speak to you?)
"Oh nothing." END
"So, what’s your research about then?"
"Well, I’m trying to see how music and sexuality are linked" (finally!)
"Sex, eh? Can I be your guinea pig subject?" DESPERATELY END32
23 Spoken words became swallowed up as part of an erotic exchange circulating within the
sonorous economy of Vanilla. All questions I received were ultimately for the purposes of
flirting, and even the utterance of academic research melted into such an interaction (last
example).  Within  this  context,  I  either  had  to  dance  or  adopt  a  more  scopic  and
observational  position.  Yet  my  ethnographic  gaze33 too,  was  eroticized,  where  my
observations were interpreted as part of lesbian cruising practices: a form of voyeurism
within a sex-ualized field. Whilst this is not a problem in itself, my inability to reconcile
these  two  gazes  stemmed  from  my  reservations  about ethical  issues  regarding  the
relationship between researcher and their field.34
24 Empirical research into subcultures35 covers a range of practical research problems such
as confronting drunkenness, witnessing and recording supposed ’illegal’  activities like
prostitution,36 drug-taking, cottaging,37 gaining trust from those who are suspicious of
institutionalised forms of interaction.38 Humphrey’s39 and Bolton’s work40 embody their
sexualised field  by becoming an erotic  subject  themselves,  where their  ethnographic
practices are part of the gay men’s erotic sociality they are studying.
25 As my experiences in Vanilla and the remarks made by the DJs would indicate, music
proves to be a functional part of a lesbian club culture41 which operates through a sense
economy based on the erotic exchange of sexuality. Furthermore, I am asked whether I
am gay based on my "sort of standing there. In other words, my lesbian credibility seems
to be based on the level of corporeal" participation within the auditory field: either dance
or be danced at, and unless I was willing to use my body for "listening that prioritises the
motional understanding of music",42 I ceased to exist as a lesbian, as a researcher, and as a
clubber in the eyes of those in Vanilla.
26 I regard my experiences in Vanilla as relating not just to the issue of body management
within a field, but also an indication of how the erotic is what often underlines queer
sociality: "for queers eroticism is the basis of community" write Bell and Binnie in their
work on sexual citizenship and the city.43 Perhaps this is the reason why not only is there
a prevalence within queer theory to theorise sexuality through the erotic, but music too:
queer cultural politics is so strongly tied to the politics of the social, and vice versa, that
both musical practices become instrumental or even bridge the gap between the cultural
and social politics of sexuality. This is particularly the case within subcultural spaces like
Vanilla,  where music  facilitates  the circulation of  eroticized desire  and choreographs
social relations based on the consumption and production of sex-uality.
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Hidden away upstairs, above ground level: Manchester
Gay and Lesbian Chorus, and a choral ethnography
27 The MLGC’s homepage advertises the following:
We meet to rehearse, socialise, to give concerts and to perform at events promoted
by other LGBT community groups and affiliated organisations.
28 Because the choir is also regarded as a social space (to mean, socializing and getting to
know people through conversation), I had no problems in approaching people unlike in
Vanilla. Whilst the question of sex might be one aspect of the MLGC’s social interactions,
the prime reason for the members’ presence was to make music with other lesbian and
gay men. Even the physical setting of rehearsals and performances ensure that music is
what brings people together, not sex. Whilst the bar is open during rehearsals, it is used
for refreshment rather than socialization purposes and in fact, members are discouraged
from talking during rehearsals. Despite being part of the Village as a designated lesbian
and gay area, the MLGC are positioned away from the main ground of eroticised queer
spaces: thus an ideal location for this project. The following will provide an account into
how and why I engaged in participant observation and conducted a series of qualitative
interviews with members of the MLGC.
 
1. Ethnographic chorister: singing and embodying the field
29 One of the main problems I faced in Vanilla was my failure to embody the field through
social  interaction  –  adopting  suitable  codes  of  behaviour  –  rendering  me  silent  and
invisible. In being part of the MLGC’s organised choral sound – not just passively but
actively as a soprano – my own singing voice positioned me within the field. In other
words, my singing and occupying a space in the soprano section meant I was an active
participant and no longer a voyeur of the scene: I  became an ethnographic chorister
conducting participant observation (or singing) within the auditory and ethnographic
field. Here, participant observer and chorister are one through the voice, where both
positions  are  dependent  on  being  part  of  the  existing  organised  choral  framework.
Furthermore participant observation is a method which involves a rather tenuous and
precarious state of  being both part  of  and yet  analytical  of  a  field.  In the Cambridge
Companion to Singing, Heikki Liimola’s work discusses the techniques to choral singing in
particular and advises choristers to "be conscious that you are a line of singers trying to
act as one: breathe and articulate together, think yourself into the voice of the person
next to you".44 The musical director similarly would tell us often to look at each other
(indicated by an index finger to the eye), to smile at each other, and most importantly to
listen to each other in order to create the right balance between the voices. Previously in
Vanilla,  music organised social  relations based on the circulation of  eroticised desire.
Within this  configuration,  I  argued that  all  social  practices became part  of  an erotic
exchange, and this included my ethnographic practices. In contrast, within the context of
the MLGC, the ethnographic voyeurism that I problematised in Vanilla became a matter of
musical skill rather as part of a sex-ualised social practice. This is not to say that desire
was not part of the configuration: in fact, the pleasure of singing and the desire to be part
of the social formation of a lesbian and gay chorus are very much at the heart of my
ethnographic practices.
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2. Telling musical stories: choral accounts
30 As part of a democratic process, a sub-committee group of the MLGC dealing with the
chorus’s repertoire (which I was part of) handed out slips of paper requesting members to
list songs they felt they wanted the chorus to sing along with reasons why. Seeing these
returned pieces of paper made me realise a similar questionnaire for the purposes of my
research would probably not give me the level  of  thought and articulation the same
members had expressed during AGMs or informal meetings/ discussions/ debates. For
example, in answer to "why would you like the choir to sing your song of choice?" the
response was "Cos I like it", a significant felling of words compared to opinions voiced
with passion at a different time and place. Therefore, the manner in which I tried to
record the more elaborate and passionate opinions by MLGC members was to write down
or remember certain points they might have made during a meeting or an AGM, or during
a casual conversation at the bar.
I mean I’ve come out at home, at work, everywhere else… but it doesn’t actually
affect what you do day-to-day, you get up, you get to work, you see your family, you
go to the cinema. But to me, it’s making a statement… by being a member of the
choir  and  being  proud  to  be  member  of  the  choir.  And  it…  sort  of…  it’s  an
affirmation every 2 weeks that… yes, I am gay and because I’m gay I’m mixed with
these people (Clara, a soprano).
31 Such "day-to-day"  details  of  lesbian  and gay  life  ("I’ve  come out  at  home,  at  work,
everywhere else… but it doesn’t actually affect what you do day-to-day, you get up, you
get  to  work,  you see  your  family,  you  go  to  the  cinema")  cannot  be  obtained from
participant observation alone.
32 When I began to listen back to the tapes in order to transcribe the interviews with the
members of the MLGC, it occurred to me how the voices telling me the stories of their
lives were the same voices which had sung at another point in life. In discussing the
question  of  orality,  Michel  De  Certeau  and  Luce  Giard  state,  "orality  is  everywhere,
because conversation insinuates itself  everywhere,  organizing both the family and the
street,  both work in  a  business  and research in  a  laboratory".45 The  voice  acts  as  a
sonorous passage which connects and separates the ordinary life outside of the choir, and
the musical practices occurring within the choir. So many of my interviews compare the
choir against their "ordinary day to day basis" (Tinny) or as "what you do day-to-day"
(Clara).  Yet  the  choir  is  also  an  "important  part  of  my  life"  (Charlotte).  As  Clara’s
statement would indicate, it is something about the choir as a musical and lesbian and gay
group that make it a meaningful place: somehow the choir enables members to articulate
a sense of queerness they normally do not articulate, even if they are out. In terms of this
project,  this music-sexuality cross-over is an ideal field to explore questions of queer, 
queerness, and queering: the ethnographic analysis attempts to draw such points out from
the accounts.
33 As discussed earlier, DeNora’s interviews are treated as individual and unrelated accounts
with  no  connection  made  between  them,  whilst  Finnegan  takes  a  more  generalised
approach where the musicians’ accounts are part of an overall continuum of events and
people being organised through their music-making processes. I stated earlier that my
aim was to embrace both DeNora’s and Finnegan’s approaches to their interviews: to
analyse how a lesbian and gay individual’s account is unique, and to also regard it as part
of a collective story. Here, I am thinking about the concept of collectivity as both a chorus
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and as a queer group, a pluralism of voices. In other words, I approach my qualitative
interviews as individual accounts by lesbians and gay musicians who are, at the same
time, members of a collective chorus. I am interested in how the individual translates to
communal, and by extension, how lesbian and gay translates to queer, if at all. What kind
of factors in music bring lesbian and gay musicians together, as part of a "shared cultural
understanding" (John)?
And I went to choir just to see him (Chongwei, Chair of MLGC) rehearse [...] I felt
like – even though I’d never sung with them – I felt I was part of the choir, and I was
sat down watching them! Oh, that’s amazing that! (John, a Bass).
34 Despite having never sung with them or not being an official member of the choir, John
still feels he "was part of the choir". Thus "being part of the choir" is not simply about
being part of its auditory field in a specific timespace, but its existence as a social group
and  what  John  calls,  "making  connections  with  people"  with  "shared  cultural
understanding", where "people understand what it is to be gay". I myself like John, had
felt  immediately  comfortable  as  a  queer  musician  and  researcher.  Monday  night
rehearsals became a tick in the metronome, a measure in everyday life for people like
John and myself.
35 Folklorist and anthropologist Roger D. Abrahams writes,  "when an experience can be
designated as  typical,  then the  doings  of  the  individual  and the  community  become
shared, not only with regard to what actually happens under those circumstances, but
also how one feels about the happenings".46 I was interested in searching for moments
within a member’s account when whatever they are referring to – a particular song, a
concert, a discussion – is constructed as being just part of a "typical night", or "typical
concert", ’typical argument in the choir’; by extension, I was also interested in searching
for  recurring  sets  of  particular  incidents  or  themes  (again,  be  it  a  song,  concert,
discussion) in different members’ accounts, to understand how the individual value in
music  is  shared and thus  communal:  can these  accounts  be  read as  part  of  a  queer
dialogue, an "entire archaeology of voices" that act as a "polyphony of speakers who seek
each other out, listen, interrupt, overlap and respond to each other"?47
36 Fieldwork can thus draw out dialogues allowing us to begin identifying the different
factors which bring music and sexuality together, which in turn can enable us to analyze
the  social,  cultural,  and  political  implications  of  such  a  convergence.  Through  the
documentation and analyses of how LGBT musicians make music together – particularly
those everyday life practices surrounding music – ethnographies can thus provide a means
of understanding the music-sexuality relationship beyond questions of gender and the
erotic by grounding theories at a point where music and sexuality cross over as part of a
social interaction. That is, ethnographies can loosen what can be a restrictive connection
between music and the idea of "queerness" as being about the subcultural consumption of
sexuality/musicality through a form of erotic sociality. In other words, by studying the
everyday and "mundane", ethnographies can allow us to reconceptualise ways in which
music connects the cultural and social politics of sexuality. Ethnographies can thus bring
queer studies and theories on music closer: they can enable us to re-think and open up
new ways to think about queer, queerness, and queering music and music-making practices.
I hope this article and the research I have conducted thus far will convince more of us
queer scholars of music to travel down the ethnographic path of investigation to broaden
our understanding of the relationship between music and sexuality, as well as enriching
dialogues between queer studies and theories on music.
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ABSTRACTS
Based  on  my  fieldwork  experiences  for  a  research  I  conducted  in  Manchester  with  the
Manchester Lesbian and Gay Chorus (MLGC) between 2003 and 2005, this article demonstrates
the  usefulness  of  ethnographical  research  when  investigating  issues  surrounding  music  and
sexuality.  The article suggests that ethnographies can be used as a queer mode of  analyzing
music. To explore this idea, I begin by examining some of the practical research problems I faced
at  the  onset  of  my  fieldwork,  and  suggest  how  these  reflect  the  possible  reasons  behind
conceptual  problems  surrounding  the  study  of  music  and  sexuality.  By  discussing  how  I
overcame  these  problems  through  joining  the  MLGC  as  a  soprano  engaged  in  participant
observation and qualitative research methods, I argue that ethnographies can loosen what can be
a restrictive theoretical connection between music and the idea of "queerness" as being about
the  subcultural  consumption  of  sexuality/musicality  through  a  form  of  erotic  sociality.  By
studying  the  everyday  and  "mundane",  I  suggest  that  ethnographies  can  allow  us  to
reconceptualise  ways  in  which  music  connects  the  cultural  and  social  politics  of  sexuality.
Therefore, this article presents ethnographical research as a queer methodology for the analysis
of music, one which moves beyond theoretical questions of gender and the erotic and instead,
moves towards the practices of everyday life. The purpose of the piece is to urge more empirical
research to be undertaken in studies of music and sexuality in order to bring queer theory and
music closer together.
Basé sur les expériences que j’ai pu faire lors d’un travail de terrain réalisé pour une étude menée
entre 2003 et 2005 sur le Choeur Lesbien et Gay de Manchester, cet article se propose d’analyser
l’utilité  de la  recherche ethnographique quand on s’intéresse  aux rapports  entre musique et
sexualité.  Je cherche ici  à montrer que les enquêtes ethnographiques peuvent constituer une
méthode queer d’analyse de la musique. Je présente tout d’abord les difficultés pratiques que j’ai
rencontrées au début de mon travail  de terrain, en montrant que celles-ci peuvent peut-être
expliquer les problèmes conceptuels qui se posent lorsque l’on étudie ainsi la question du rapport
entre musique et sexualité. Je présente ensuite la manière dont j’ai pu surmonter ces problèmes,
en  rejoignant  le choeur  en  tant  que  soprane.  Autrement  dit :  en  pratiquant  l’observation
participante, usant donc de méthodes qualitatives. Je montre de cette façon que les enquêtes
ethnographiques peuvent permettre d’interroger la connexion établie théoriquement entre la
musique  et  l’idée  du  queer,  qui  peut  apparaître  comme  restrictive,  dans  la  mesure  où  elle
considère que ce type de consommation subculturelle de musicalité et de sexualité relève d’une
forme de sociabilité érotique. En étudiant le quotidien dans sa « banalité », je montre que les
études ethnographiques peuvent nous permettre de reconceptualiser les liens qui attachent la
musique  aux  idéologies  et  discours  portant  sur  la  sexualité.  Ainsi,  cet  article  présente  la
recherche ethnographique comme une méthode queer d’analyse de la musique, qui se déplace du
champ  des  questions  théoriques  portant  sur  le  genre  et  l’érotisme  à  celui  des  pratiques
quotidiennes. Son objectif est d’encourager le développement de la recherche empirique dans le
domaine  des  études  sur  la  musique  et  la  sexualité,  pour  permettre  de  mieux  rapprocher  la
théorie queer de la musique.
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